
        
 
 
Northern Avenue Bridge     
Mayoral Advisory Task Force                Boston Children’s Museum 
Meeting #5 – September 27, 2018                              Dewey/Seuss Room 
 
SUMMARY  
 
WELCOME  
 
Chairman Rick Dimino opened the meeting and welcomed the Task Force and 
members of the public in attendance. The Task Force members introduced themselves, 
along with the City of Boston staff (see the list of participants beginning on page 9).  
Chairman Dimino asked if the Task Force members have reviewed the minutes from 
Meeting #4 (August 23).  
 
Sara McCammond provided a minor textual edit: the word “channel” should be 
removed when referring to the Fort Point Neighborhood Association. There was a 
motion, which was seconded, for approval of the notes with Ms. McCammond’s edit. 
Chairman Dimino asked Regan Checchio, Regina Villa Associates (RVA), to post the 
revised summary to the project website. 
 
The Chairman provided an overview of the agenda: recap of key issues from the 
previous meeting and time for discussion regarding place making and honoring 
history.  
 
RECAP OF KEY ISSUES 
 
Summary of August 23 Meeting Discussion and Decisions (slides 4-6) 
 
Ms. Checchio provided a summary of key discussion points from the previous meeting, 
in which there was a general agreement on a fixed and raised bridge. An initial 
discussion of place making began at the previous meeting and will be continued today. 
Ms. Checchio presented the discussion matrix that was distributed at the last meeting. 
It has been updated to include decisions agreed upon by the Task Force with 
checkmarks indicating a determination has been reached for the following: 

• Raise the bridge at each end  
• Raise the bridge over the navigation channel 
• Fixed bridge 
• 75-year design life 

 
Greg Galer said he understands the need to move the project forward, but is concerned 
that the checkmarks on the discussion matrix make it appear there was unanimous 
agreement when he believed there were more questions. He suggested adding an 
asterisk next to each checkmark with further information. Chairman Dimino said he 
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perceived a general agreement with the group at the previous meeting on these issues, 
but Mr. Galer can provide comments to be added to the discussion matrix. Chairman 
Dimino said it is important to move forward and certain topics can be revisited if 
needed.  
 
Stacy Thompson said she is going to echo what she said at the previous meeting: it is 
difficult to reach consensus on the “Honoring History” matrix items without discussing 
mobility, which will also have an impact on place making. Chairman Dimino said that is 
a good point and added that some decisions will be contingent on others. The 
checkmarks are a way to get a sense of where the group shares commonality in the 
meantime.  
 
Update on Mobility and Traffic Evaluation (slide 7) 
Frank DePaola, AECOM, said the project team had initially planned to provide a 
mobility analysis update at today’s meeting, but upon further investigation it was 
decided to expand the scope of the analysis to include nearby intersections of the 
bridge. The team would like to know the impact to Level of Service (LOS) of these 
intersections if vehicles change their travel paths. Mr. DePaola said the analysis is not 
yet complete and it will be reviewed with the Boston Transportation Department (BTD) 
over the next several weeks and presented at the October Task Force meeting.  
 
Patrick Sullivan asked if new traffic counts have been taken. Mr. DePaola said they had 
in order to verify the numbers they already had. The team is also working with the 
Metropolitan Area Planning Council (MAPC) to get planning numbers for estimated 
growth. Chairman Dimino said it is important to include other traffic studies (such as 
Boston’s BRT plan) in the analysis. Mr. DePaola said the team will vet everything with 
the City of Boston ahead of the October meeting. Ms. McCammond said there is also a 
study being done at Thompson Place which may impact traffic on Seaport Blvd. 
 
Susanne Lavoie asked if the team anticipates an increase in traffic going onto Atlantic 
Avenue into the tunnel if traffic is allowed on the Northern Avenue Bridge (NAB). Mr. 
DePaola said he will defer this answer until the results of the analysis are complete.  
 
Chairman Dimino said it is very important to include Brian Kane in discussions as the 
data is being analyzed, as Mr. Kane can provide data on the consolidated bus shuttle 
service operated by the Convention Center. Mr. Kane said he will share data with Mr. 
DePaola.  
 
Ms. Thompson asked if the analysis will include more information on pedestrian 
numbers and potential for place making. Mr. DePaola said he does not know the 
answer at this time, but it will be discussed at the next meeting. Para Jayasinghe said 
the City anticipates an increase in pedestrian traffic. Chairman Dimino said pedestrian 
information will be discussed at the next meeting.  
 
Update on Funding Status (slide 8) 
Mr. DePaola said the current funds available from the City right now total $46 million 
from two sources: general obligation bonds and the parking meter fund. He said the 
group will talk more as the project moves forward about either closing the funding gap 
(building a bridge the same size as the existing bridge would cost around $80-85 
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million) or building a smaller bridge. Mr. DePaola confirmed the total cost ($80 million) 
includes design.  
 
Ms. Thompson asked about the $2 million in development funds. James Fitzgerald, 
Boston Planning and Development Agency (BPDA), will bring funding information to the 
next meeting. Kathy Abbott added that there is no possibility for federal money, as the 
federal government no longer classifies the NAB as a bridge. Chairman Dimino said he 
and Ms. McCammond plan to create a Financial Advisory Committee to oversee funding 
options for the bridge. The Committee would ask for Task Force feedback and engage 
the public.  
 
Councilor Michael Flaherty asked about $8 million in previously earmarked federal 
funds.  Chairman Dimino said he is not sure where the earmarked funds stand. Dan 
Lynch from Congressman Stephen Lynch’s Office said he believes the $8 million is 
contingent upon the courthouse’s request for emergency vehicle access on the bridge. 
Susan Goldberg said the courthouse’s minimum request is that there is emergency 
access over the bridge.  
 
Ms. Thompson asked if a list of possible funding sources along with the strings 
attached for each source could be provided at a future meeting. Chairman Dimino said 
that is something the Financial Advisory Committee could do as well as begin meeting 
with congressional leaders. 
 
Briefings Conducted (slide 9) 
Ms. Checchio thanked the Task Force members who submitted comments after the 
previous meeting. The group agreed that RVA should post the comments to the project 
website. Chairman Dimino asked Ms. Checchio to email the members who submitted 
comments to let them know they will be posted. 
 
Ms. Checchio summarized the feedback/discussion from the last two briefings: 

• City of Boston Disability Commission on September 19: safety for pedestrians at 
all times; question about whether or not the bridge would be closed for high 
security events (major trials at the courthouse); whether the bridge will be 
pedestrians only or not; emphasis on choice of bridge materials for accessibility 
and sustainability (expansion joints can be difficult for people with physical 
challenges); keeping center island accessible; and preference for ramps over 
elevators. 

• Boston Harbor Now on September 26: interest in ultimate use of the bridge; 
strong interest in place making and island concept; questions about permitting 
issues; interest in the traffic study; donation of planters from the Garden Club; 
and reconnecting the Harborwalk. 

 
SCHEDULE REVIEW (see slide 11) 
Mr. DePaola reviewed a list of dates for upcoming Task Force meetings (October 25, 
November 14, January 3) and a public meeting scheduled for November 27. The design 
and permitting schedule is as follows: 

• Permitting begins – early 2019 
• Advertise for construction – late 2019 
• Project completion – 2021  
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Chairman Dimino reminded the group that permitting may occur in phases in order to 
move certain parts of the project forward.  
 
PLACE MAKING – CREATING A DESTINATION (see slides 12-36) 
Etty Padmodipoetro, Urban Idea Lab, presented preliminary concepts for place making. 
She noted the concepts in these slides are very preliminary and the project team is 
seeking reactions on what is shown. She said it would be possible to complete the 
accessibility gaps that are currently existing in the Harborwalk (there is also a portion 
that is pushed to the sidewalk).  
 
Ms. Lavoie said there should be an arrow added to slide 13 going towards the wharf 
area. Ms. Padmodipoetro thanked her for her comment and will add that in. 
 
Ms. Padmodipoetro showed drawings of the bridge approaches and noted the raised 
bridge would require the ends be raised 4-5 feet. She said the design would 
incorporate a very gradual slope so the bridge does not feel slanted.  
 
Ms. Padmodipoetro showed renderings of an orthogonal form and a curvilinear form, 
noting the final design will likely be a marriage of the two. She presented preliminary 
concepts and goals for the East Bridge Approach and West Approach Plaza. She 
reviewed the considerations for place making (slide 36) and noted this will be 
developed carefully with abutters on a design that is more urban and not just “a 
bridge.” 
 
Mr. Lynch said he is concerned that none of these concepts show room for vehicle 
traffic. Ms. Padmodipoetro confirmed each of these concepts can include vehicles and 
be wide enough for vehicle lanes.  
 
Susan Goldberg asked if vehicles, pedestrians, and bicyclists all enter at the same 
elevation. Ms. Padmodipoetro said they would all be sloped gradually onto the bridge. 
Ms. Goldberg expressed concerns about every user fitting on the bridge, but Ms. 
Padmodipoetro assured the concepts were developed to be as flexible as possible and 
the mobility study will provide further clarification regarding the possible 
programming of the bridge. Chairman Dimino said there is a disadvantage to not 
having the mobility study today, but there appears to be a consensus to stay as flexible 
as possible at this stage to provide for all users (including vehicles).  
 
Ms. Thompson said if the bridge is wide enough to accommodate vehicular traffic, 
there should examination of relevant safety considerations. She asked the team to 
bring examples of other pedestrian bridges that accommodate vehicles at the next 
meeting. 
 
Councilor Flaherty asked how the mobility study will work and expressed concern over 
its accuracy. He believes the study will be flawed as there is no way to accurately 
predict what route vehicles will choose to use, and the NAB will be a “release valve” for 
area traffic. Chairman Dimino suggested the project team hold a briefing with 
Councilor Flaherty and other elected officials to further discuss the mobility study in 
detail before the next Task Force meeting. Mr. Lynch agreed that is a good idea and 
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suggested representatives from the courthouse should also be invited to attend the 
meeting. Chairman Dimino said in addition to a meeting with elected officials, there 
should be a meeting with Task Force members specifically about the mobility study 
ahead of the next Task Force meeting. Mr. Lynch said the meeting needs to be held 
before October 25.  
 
Feedback on Area of Respite on the Bridge and Island 
 
Chairman Dimino asked the members of the Task Force for their feedback regarding 
an area of respite on the center span of the bridge and the island. The following 
comments were provided: 

 
Area of Respite – Center Span 

 
Task Force Member Comments 
Susanne Lavoie Doesn’t see a desire for an area of respite. People walking 

on the bridge are not going to stop in the middle – there are 
areas of respite on the Moakley bridge and no one uses 
them. 

Kathy Abbott Agrees with Susanne that people don’t use the Moakley 
cutouts, but if there is heavy pedestrian traffic on the bridge 
the areas of respite might be more likely to be utilized. It 
would provide a good view of the harbor and anywhere there 
is an elevated view of the harbor is valuable.  

Patrick Sullivan Not very interested. 
Greg Galer The existing bridge had cantilever sidewalks, so it is 

historically appealing. He wants to know more about how 
much of the bridge will be redesigned or repurposed before 
making these decisions. 

Wendy Landman1 Need to know primary use of bridge to answer; more 
important if vehicular bridge. 

 
Island 

 
Task Force Member Comments 
Brian Kane More interested in the island than an area of respite on the 

bridge. The island is more unique with a new perspective of 
the harbor. 

Susanne Lavoie Loves the island concept.  
Kathy Abbott Would provide a great view of the water.   
Patrick Sullivan Interested in the island and likes the stepped design to 

account for rising water and for people to interact with the 
water safely (a dual purpose). 

Greg Galer An island would be more of a destination than an area of 
respite since it would take time to get down there.  

                                                           
 
1 Ms. Landman is not a Task Force member but provided comments.  
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Stacy Thompson Loves the idea of the island and placemaking, but the group 
should be cautious because of the financial gap. She wants 
to know what the primary purpose of the bridge is going to 
be.  

Councilor Flaherty Likes the island and has the potential to be the best spot in 
town. There is huge potential commercial opportunities 
(restaurants) on the island.  

Wendy Landman2 Provides a lot of interesting potential for active uses but it 
might be difficult to get down to it. There is a great example 
in St. Paul on the Mississippi River. Needs to know the final 
use of the bridge – the island will depend on what it is used 
for. 

James Nagelberg Difficult to make decision without resolving funding issues 
first. Already submitted written comments. 

 
Ms. McCammond said there are a lot of interesting activities happening in Fort Point 
that should not be overlooked. Ms. Padmodipoetro said these comments were taken 
into consideration in the plan.  
 
HONORING HISTORY (see slides 38-40) 
Joe Allwarden, AECOM, said the project team is in the process of studying cost of 
different options that fit within the $46 million budget and how that impacts the truss. 
The project team concluded that it would be impractical to rehabilitate certain truss 
members given the cost, schedule impacts, and risk of the uncertainty of what will be 
found when the members are taken apart. There is an ongoing evaluation of the 
substructure and initial conclusions are that the existing piers can be reused in their 
current locations.  
 
Mr. Sullivan asked if there is a cost savings with reusing the piers. Mr. Allwarden said 
there is – it is both a cost savings and a way to honor the original bridge by keeping 
the layout of piers intact.  
 
Ms. Padmodipoetro showed three conceptual options for reinterpreting the original 
bridge and maintaining the overall silhouette (see slide 40): 

• Truss bridge – bigger openings for views 
• Inverted fink truss – minimal amount of materials; modern but maintains feel of 

old bridge 
• Inverted wipple truss – same vertical members but different cables 

 
Feedback on Honoring History  
 
Chairman Dimino asked the members of the Task Force for their feedback on the three 
options shown and how/if the bridge should be reinterpreted. The following comments 
were provided: 
 
Task Force Member Comments 

                                                           
 
2 Ms. Landman is not a Task Force member but provided comments.  
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Susanne Lavoie Not ready to make a decision but supports reinterpretations. 
Kathy Abbott Supports a truss bridge reinterpretation, but if it were not 

feasible then a complete redesign with something new and 
different. 

Patrick Sullivan No position yet as there are a lot of factors to weigh in. 
Comfortable with strict reinterpretation (truss design) or 
something completely new and bold – no middle ground. 

Greg Galer If the original bridge cannot be fixed, then that needs to be 
justified. Would like to explore more options in which the 
bridge can be repaired to hold the dead load of the trusses 
with more structure threaded in to hold the live load (would 
be best of both worlds).  

• Para Jayasinghe said that is one of the many options 
being explored but there are financial constraints and 
completely repairing the existing bridge is not viable 
as over 90% of it is unusable.  

Many people enjoy the enclosed feel of the original bridge. 
Concerned about the reinterpretation design at the top of 
slide 40 – the existing bridge design uses rivets and lattice 
work that provide texture – a new bridge with new materials 
wouldn’t feel the same.  

Stacy Thompson Doesn’t want to limit the discussion of creative solutions yet 
even though the funding issue has not been resolved. The 
enclosed design is an important element of the bridge – in 
colder seasons it provides warmth and is a comforting place 
to be. How the bridge “feels” should be considered if 
reinterpreting the original. 

Wendy Landman Agreed the sense of place and enclosure is important. The 
original bridge felt close to the water and enclosed, but she 
understands climate change is forcing the bridge to be 
raised. People only use the Moakley Bridge as a means of 
getting somewhere because it is very exposed. 

James Nagelberg No position except would prefer it to be cost effective 
(submitted comments already).  

Sara McCammond Likes the intimacy and charm of the original bridge design. 
Would like more information from the MA Historical 
Commission about what is allowed before making a 
decision.  

• Chairman Dimino said Ben Rosenberg from Silman is 
on the project team to provide insight into historical 
preservation. Permitting impacts and risk matrices 
with Section 106 will be presented at the November 
meeting. 

 
Chairman Dimino said he agrees that maintaining the enclosed design and intimacy of 
the original bridge is important and he would like to maintain its historical character.  
Ms. McCammond said it would be helpful to see examples of other historical bridges 
that have been rehabilitated at the next meeting. Mr. Galer said there has been a lot of 
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media coverage of the Longfellow Bridge and the public perception seems to that the 
delays were caused because of the historical preservation aspect, but that is untrue. 
 
PUBLIC COMMENTS 
Chairman Dimino asked the members of the public to provide comments. 
 
Steve Hollinger said it was stated in the previous meeting summary that SPARK Boston 
supported lane accommodations for bicyclists, pedestrians, and HOV. However, he 
spoke with someone at SPARK Boston to clarify this and they said that is not an 
accurate representation of what they said at the meeting. According to Mr. Hollinger, a 
representative from SPARK Boston said if a vehicle lane is required on the bridge, then 
they would support it being an HOV lane. Ms. Checchio said RVA can reach out to 
SPARK Boston and correct the notes if necessary. 
 
Mr. Hollinger said there is no reason the bridge needs to be full width, and it would be 
cost effective to build it as a single lane pedestrian bridge that can accommodate 
bicyclists and emergency vehicles. He said the team should present the differences in 
cost compared to a full width bridge, and the costs would be different (not the same as 
was stated in previous meetings). Chairman Dimino said it has been the intention of 
this project from the onset to work with a conceptual approach with a basic premise of 
a full width bridge. Other alternatives may need to be considered, and he appreciates 
Mr. Hollinger’s point. 
 
Adam Castiglioni said he wants to know how much the bridge would cost with and 
without traffic. He doesn’t understand why the courthouse needs vehicular traffic 
accommodation on the bridge now when it has not been there for years and urged the 
Task Force to not include vehicular traffic on the bridge.  
 
Paul Farrell said he was a member of Save the Old Northern Avenue Bridge 20 years 
ago. He urged the Task Force to be visionary with the design and that the Parks 
Department and Office of Tourism should be involved in this design. The bridge should 
not only be looked at as infrastructure and the iconic character of the bridge needs to 
be honored. He said it is possible the truss can be supported on a concrete span so it 
does not have to support itself. He asked the Task Force and Chris Osgood to meet 
with the Parks Commissioner.  
 
Mr. Hollinger said if the decision is made to design a new, bold bridge, the schedule 
should be readjusted to allow five months for design. Chairman Dimino appreciated his 
comments and it is not out of the question to modify the schedule, but the Task Force 
aims to maintain the original schedule.  
 
Ms.Thompson said she would like to see a $46 million version of the bridge with only 
pedestrian, bicycle, and emergency vehicle access to help inform the decision making. 
Mr. DePaola said that will be part of the November meeting presentation. Ms. 
McCammond agreed. Chairman Dimino said the project must be fair to the elected 
officials’ requests as they are representing their constituency. He said he is aware there 
are different points of view and more conversations will take place with elected officials 
and advocacy groups to hopefully come to a common agreement.  
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Chairman Dimino thanked everyone for coming and adjourned the meeting. 
 
 
TASK FORCE MEMBERS 
Senator Nick Collins (represented by Patrick O’Brien) 
Representative Stephen Lynch (represented by Dan Lynch) 
Councilor Michael Flaherty (also represented by Stephen Harvey) 
Councilor Ed Flynn (represented by Charlie Levin) 
 
Rick Dimino, Chair, A Better City 
Sara McCammond, Vice Chair, Fort Point Neighborhood Association 
 
Kathy Abbott, Boston Harbor Now  
Carol Chirico, General Services Administration (not present) 
Handy Dorceus, Tufts University (not present) 
Gregory Galer, Boston Preservation Alliance 
Susan Goldberg, U.S. Court House (also represented by Kelly McQuillan and James 
Nagelberg) 
Susanne Lavoie, Wharf Neighborhood Council  
Richard Martini, The Fallon Company (not present) 
Fred Peterson, MA Convention Center Authority (represented by Brian Kane) 
Bud Ris, Green Ribbon Commission (not present) 
Patrick Sullivan, Seaport TMA  
Stacy Thompson, Livable Streets 
 
City of Boston 
Para Jayasinghe, City Engineer 
Benjamin Sun, Chief Structural Engineer 
Jim Gillooly, Boston Transportation Department  
Vineet Gupta, Boston Transportation Department  
Patrick Hoey, Boston Transportation Department 
Jim Fitzgerald, Boston Planning and Development Agency 
John Read, Boston Planning and Development Agency 
Michael Tormey, Boston Planning and Development Agency 
Sarah Leung, Boston Disabilities Commission 
Patricia Mendez, Boston Disabilities Commission 
John Allison, Office of Neighborhood Services 
 
AECOM Team 
Joe Allwarden, AECOM 
Frank DePaola, AECOM 
Don Kindsvatter, Urban Idea Lab  
Etty Padmodipoetro, Urban Idea Lab 
Ben Rosenberg, Silman  
Regan Checchio, Regina Villa Associates 
Emily Christin, Regina Villa Associates 
 
OTHER ATTENDEES  
Jeff Andrews, T.Y. Lin International 
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V. Burns 
Adam Castiglioni 
Paul Farrell, Friends of the Northern Avenue Bridge 
Amy Gaylord, Trustees of Reservations 
Steve Hollinger 
Wendy Landman, WalkBoston 
Tony Lechuga, Livable Streets 
Doug Lemle 
Vivien Li 
Andrea Patton, Save the Harbor/Save the Bay 
Joe Rogers, Fort Point Neighborhood Association 
Paul Swartz 
Mariana Torres-Roman 
Michaela Wilson 
 


